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Auxiliary switch module 2p. 1S1Ö - Auxiliary contact
block 1 NO/1 NC DILM32-XHI11

Eaton
DILM32-XHI11
277376
4015082773762 EAN/GTIN

8,16 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (USA)

Auxiliary switch module 2p. 1S1Ö DILM32-XHI11 Number of contacts as changeover contacts 0, number of contacts as make contacts 1, number of contacts as break contacts
1, number of error signal switches 0, rated operating current Ie at AC-15, 230 V 6A, design of the electrical connection screw connection, pluggable design, Mounting type: front
mounting, socket without, auxiliary switch module, with positively guided contacts, function: for standard applications, 2-pole, connection technology: screw terminals, rated
operating current AC-15 220 V 230 V 240 V: Ie= 4 A, rated operating current AC-15 380 V 400 V 415 V: Ie= 4 A, contact configuration S = NO: 1 NO, contact configuration Ö =
NC: 1 NC, mounting type: front mounting, suitable for: DILM(C)7-10…, DILM(C)9-10…, DILM( C)12-10…, DILM(C)15-10…, DILM(C)17-10…, DILM(C)25-10…,
DILM(C)32-10…, DILM38-10…, DILMP20… , DILMP32-10…, DILMP45-10…, DILL…, DILMF8-10…, DILMF11-10…, DILMF14-10…, DILMF17-10…, DILMF25-10…,
DILMF32-10…, Version: Surface-mounted auxiliary switch, Notes: Positively guided contacts, according to IEC/EN 60947-5-1 Appendix L, within the auxiliary switch modules
as well as to the integrated auxiliary switches of the DILM 7 - DILM32, auxiliary normally closed contacts can be used as mirror contacts according to IEC/EN 60947-4-1
Appendix F (not late opener)
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